Sports Bamboo Floorings LOWCOST

TRENTO BAMBOO
TRENTO Simple sports floor, easy carrying out , excellent for sports gyms
and middle size sports facilities.
Technical description of sports bamboo floor model Trento
The main steps of making sports floor model TRENTO are:
1. Laying of a polyethylene sheet - 0,20 mm thickness - as anti-steam barrier,
turned-up at
the edges in order to make a small tank.
2. Laying of a PUR agglomerate mattress, 15 mm thickness, in order to make the
flooring
elastic and able to absorb players’ impacts, according to the current international
laws.
3. Laying of the bottom layer of the load distribution plate, 12 mm thickness made
of plywood
strips (5 plies).
4. Laying of the battens, 14 mm thickness, made of engineered parquet elements
with tongue and groove joint, consisting of:
- upper (wearing) layer, 4 mm thickness, bamboo
- middle layer, 9 mm thickness, fir
- bottom layer, 1 mm thickness, veneer wood.
The elements are nailed to each plywood strip of the bottom layer of the load
distribution plate.
5. Game line marking with colors on Customer’s choice and possible coloring of
playing areas.
Certifications:
FIBA certified Sports floor
EN 14904 Certification
EN 13501 Fire Reaction Certificate
Product data sheet
Use and ordinary upkeep data sheet
Guarantee Certificate
CE Mark

“THE FUTURE OF LOWCOST SPORTS FLOORS IS BAMBOO”
Bamboo is an ecological product, modern, strong and
highly wear-resistant. The cost is lower comparing to
parquet that is normally used for sports facilities. Bamboo
sports floor for gyms is a good alternative to traditional
wood species, excellent for gyms and sports centers.

Renewing and old gym through our solution with sports
bamboo floor is very easy and cheap; “Low cost”, a very
popular term that well represents this web site and
bamboo too.
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